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ABSTRACT
Accurate, real-time Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) requires
huge memory storage and computational power. The main bottleneck in state-of-the-art ASR systems is the Viterbi search on a
Weighted Finite State Transducer (WFST). The WFST is a graphbased model created by composing an Acoustic Model (AM) and
a Language Model (LM) oline. Oline composition simpliies the
implementation of a speech recognizer as only one WFST has to be
searched. However, the size of the composed WFST is huge, typically larger than a Gigabyte, resulting in a large memory footprint
and memory bandwidth requirements.
In this paper, we take a completely diferent approach and propose a hardware accelerator for speech recognition that composes
the AM and LM graphs on-the-ly. In our ASR system, the fullycomposed WFST is never generated in main memory. On the contrary, only the subset required for decoding each input speech
fragment is dynamically generated from the AM and LM models.
In addition to the direct beneits of this on-the-ly composition,
the resulting approach is more amenable to further reduction in
storage requirements through compression techniques.
The resulting accelerator, called UNFOLD, performs the decoding
in real-time using the compressed AM and LM models, and reduces
the size of the datasets from more than one Gigabyte to less than
40 Megabytes, which can be very important in small form factor
mobile and wearable devices.
Besides, UNFOLD improves energy-eiciency by orders of magnitude with respect to CPUs and GPUs. Compared to a state-of-the-art
Viterbi search accelerators, the proposed ASR system outperforms
by providing 31x reduction in memory footprint and 28% energy
savings on average.
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Figure 1: Percentage of execution time for diferent components of Kaldi and EESEN speech decoders. Measured on
NVIDIA Tegra X1 mobile SoC.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems have recently achieved
human parity in accuracy for conversational speech recognition [33].
However, such a high degree of accuracy comes at the expense of
large storage requirements and computational cost. The state-ofthe-art approach for ASR systems consists of employing a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) or a Deep Neural Network (DNN) for generating acoustic likelihoods from the input speech signal. These
acoustic scores are then used to perform a Viterbi search [25] on
a large Weighted Finite State Transducer (WFST) to ind the most
likely sequence of words. Figure 1 shows the percentage of execution time that these stages take in Kaldi [21], a popular ASR toolkit,
for both GMM- and DNN-based WFST decoders. As it can be seen,
the Viterbi search is by far the main bottleneck, taking more than
78% of execution time in Kaldi in all the evaluated models. Moreover, considering other frameworks such as Sphinx [31], it has been
shown recently that by oprimizing the GMM in software [27], the
Viterbi search remains as the main bottleneck.
Another emerging approach for ASR is the so-called end-to-end
solution with a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), typically using
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Figure 2: Sizes of the diferent datasets employed for ASR.
The WFST is by far the largest component.
a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network [10]. This approach
combines an RNN with a Viterbi search on a Language Model
WFST to achieve an accuracy comparable to the DNN-WFST systems [9, 18]. Figure 1 also includes the execution time breakdown
for EESEN [18], an ASR system based on the end-to-end approach.
Even for an RNN-based speech decoder, the Viterbi search represents the main bottleneck taking more than 55% of execution time.
Therefore, the Viterbi search is the most critical component for a
broad type of state-of-the-art speech recognition decoders.
In recent years, several accelerators for the Viterbi search on
WFSTs have been proposed [15, 24, 34]. Although these accelerators provide high performance and low energy consumption for
ASR, they sufer from an important issue that severely constrains
their applicability: the huge size of the WFST. Figure 2 shows the
size of the diferent datasets (GMM, DNN, RNN, WFST) for Kaldi
and EESEN decoders. The WFST is clearly the largest component,
requiring between 87% and 97% of the total memory for ASR, which
represents more than one Gigabyte for large vocabulary systems.
WFST compression [23] ameliorates the problem, but still several
hundreds of Megabytes are required for the WFST.
To deal with the excessive memory footprint of large vocabulary
ASR, we analyze how the WFST is constructed during training. The
WFST is created from two knowledge sources: Acoustic Model (AM)
and Language Model (LM). Both AM and LM are represented as
WFSTs, and then WFST composition is used to generate a uniied
graph-based recognition network [19]. Oline composition simpliies the decoding stage, as only one WFST has to be searched.
However, it requires a multiplicative combination of states and arcs
in the AM and LM graphs, resulting in the large sizes reported in
Figure 2.
In this paper, we propose UNFOLD, a hardware accelerator that
dynamically composes the AM and LM graphs during the decoding,
avoiding the explosion in WFST size produced by oline composition. On-the-ly composition [1, 2, 13] reduces memory storage
requirements by a large extent since the total size of the AM and
LM graphs is signiicantly smaller than the size of the composed
WFST. To further reduce memory footprint, we show that these
individual WFSTs can be compressed very eiciently, in a more
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efective manner than the composed WFST. The combined use of
on-the-ly composition and compression reduces the size of the
datasets by 31x on average for several ASR systems. As a result,
UNFOLD performs the decoding by using less than 40 Mbytes of
storage instead of more than one Gigabyte.
The drawback of on-the-ly composition is the increase in activity during the decoding, since WFST composition is moved from the
training to the decoding stage. To achieve real-time performance,
UNFOLD includes simple yet eicient hardware support for composition operations. On the other hand, the large reduction in memory
footprint results in smaller miss ratios in the caches of the accelerator, which signiicantly reduces the memory bandwidth usage, and
is highly beneicial for performance and energy. In other words,
on-the-ly composition increases the amount of computations and
on-chip memory accesses, but it drastically reduces the number of
expensive of-chip main memory accesses. Since external DRAM accesses require orders of magnitude more energy than local on-chip
operations [12, 14], UNFOLD achieves not only a large reduction
in memory footprint, but also 28% energy savings on average with
respect to the state-of-the-art in Viterbi search acceleration [34],
while achieving real-time performance by a large margin (155x).
To summarize, this paper focuses on ultra-low memory footprint,
energy-eicient, real-time speech recognition. Its main contributions are the following:
• We propose a hardware accelerator that exploits on-the-ly
WFST composition to dramatically reduce memory storage
requirements. To the best of our knowledge, this is the irst
system implementing on-the-ly composition in hardware.
• To improve the eiciency of on-the-ly composition, we introduce a preemptive pruning technique which reduces the
number of hypotheses to be analyzed by 22.5% and improves
performance by 16.3%.
• We propose compression techniques for the individual AM
and LM WFSTs that achieve compression ratios between 23x
and 34x for several ASR systems.
• Overall, UNFOLD is 155x faster than real-time, while reducing energy consumption by 28% on average with respect to
the state-of-the-art Viterbi accelerator. In addition, the proposed accelerator has a small area of 21.5 mm 2 and dissipates
less than 0.57 Watts.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
background on ASR with WFSTs. Section 3 presents the UNFOLD’s
architecture, and in particular the hardware support for on-the-ly
composition. Section 4 describes our evaluation methodology and
Section 5 analyzes the experimental results. Section 6 reviews some
related work and, inally, Section 7 sums up the main conclusions.

2

WFSTS FOR SPEECH RECOGNITION

The goal of ASR is to identify a sequence of words from speech
waveforms. State-of-the-art ASR decoders split the input audio
signal into frames of, typically, 10 milliseconds of speech. Next,
each frame is represented through a feature vector using signal
processing techniques. These feature vectors are then fed to a GMM
or a DNN in order to obtain the acoustic scores, i.e. the probabilities
of the diferent phonemes in the language, for every frame of speech.
Finally, the acoustic scores are used to perform a Viterbi search [25]

UNFOLD
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Figure 3: An example of on-the-ly WFST components: (a) An AM which detects 3 words: ONE, TWO and THREE; (b) A 3-gram
LM of the 3 words and (c) A partially dynamic-composed search graph
on a WFST to ind the most likely sequence of words. This Viterbi
search is the main bottleneck for ASR, as shown in Figure 1, due to
the high cost of searching on a large-size WFST graph (see Figure
2).
A WFST is a Mealy inite state machine that encodes a mapping
between input and output labels, and associates a diferent weight
to each possible mapping. In other words, it consists of a set of
states and a set of arcs, where each arc includes an input label,
an output label, and a weight. The knowledge sources required
for ASR, i.e. the AM and the LM, can be eiciently encoded as a
WFST. Figure 3a shows an example of a simple AM graph for a
three-word vocabulary. The AM represents the pronunciation of the
diferent words. By taking the likelihoods generated by the GMM
or DNN associated with the diferent input phonemes, AM outputs
diferent sequences of words, a.k.a. the hypotheses that best match
the identiied phonemes and their respective probability. The input
label of an arc is the phoneme ID (Sx in Figure 3a), whereas the
output label contains the word ID. Epsilon output label means there
is no word ending in that arc, whereas epsilon input label means
that the arc can be traversed without consuming any acoustic score.
Arcs with non-epsilon output label, i.e. arcs associated with a word
ID, are also known as cross-word transitions.
Figure 3b shows an example of a simple LM. The LM WFST
rescores the diferent hypotheses generated by the AM, taking into
account probabilities of alternative sequences of words according
to a given grammar. The input and output label of an arc in the
LM contain the same word ID, whereas the weight is the likelihood
of the corresponding unigram, bigram or trigram. Each state is
associated with a given word history. State 0 is the initial state with
empty history, the arcs departing from state 0 represent the unigram likelihoods. States 1, 2 and 3 have a history of one word, arcs
departing from these states encode the bigram likelihoods. Finally,
states 4, 5 and 6 have a history of two words, arcs departing from
these sates represent the trigram likelihoods. For example, being at
state 6 means that the last two input words were THREE-TWO, if
next word is ONE then we transition to state 5 to update the history,
applying the trigram probability of Prob(ONE | THREE,TWO) to
rescore this hypothesis.

For large vocabulary systems, it is unfeasible to include arcs for
all the possible combinations of two and three words. Combinations
whose likelihood is smaller than a threshold are pruned to keep
the size of the LM manageable. Back-of arcs are included in the
states of the WFST to be used in case a combination of words that
was pruned in the grammar is observed in the input hypothesis. If
a combination of words is not available, then the WFST uses these
extra arcs to back of from trigram to bigram, or from bigram to
unigram.
To sum up, the AM uses the acoustic scores from GMM/DNN
to identify words and their corresponding probabilities given the
audio signal, i.e. hypotheses, whereas the LM rescores these hypotheses based on unigram, bigram and trigram likelihoods. This
process can be performed in one step if the AM and LM models
are composed oline [19]. Oline composition generates a uniied
WFST that simpliies the decoding stage, as only one graph has to
be traversed, and it represents the common approach in software[21] and hardware-based [15, 24, 34] ASR. However, it requires a
multiplicative combination of states and arcs in the AM and LM
graphs, resulting in large WFST models. Table 1 shows the sizes of
these graphs for several ASR decoders. As it can be seen, the AM
and LM models have sizes smaller than 102 Megabytes, whereas
the composed WFST exceeds one Gigabyte for some decoders.
On-the-ly composition [1, 13] represents an alternative implementation that performs the Viterbi search by dynamically composing the AM and LM, avoiding the generation of the fully-composed
WFST. Figure 3c illustrates how the Viterbi search does the decoding with the on-the-ly scheme. Each node in the search graph, a.k.a.
token, is associated with a state in the AM graph and a state in the
LM. For instance, token (2, 1) indicates that we are at state 2 of AM
and state 1 of LM.
The search starts at the initial state in both WFSTs, i.e. token (0,
0), and proceeds as follows. In the irst frame, the arcs of state 0 in
AM model are traversed to create new tokens for the next frame
of speech. The likelihoods of these new tokens are computed by
using the likelihood of the source token and the acoustic scores
of the phonemes associated with the arcs (S1, S4, S6), provided by
GMM/DNN. Since these AM arcs do not correspond to cross-word
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Table 1: Size of the individual AM and LM graphs and the
fully-composed WFST in Megabytes.
Task
Kaldi-TEDLIUM
Kalid-Librispeech
Kalid-Voxforge
EESEN-TEDLIUM

AM WFST
33
40
2.8
34

LM WFST
66
59
2.3
102

Composed WFST
1090
496
37
1226

transitions, i.e. they have epsilon output label, no arc is traversed in
the LM and the new tokens remain in state 0 in the second WFST.
The same process is repeated in the next frame, but in this case the
search traverses AM arcs with non-epsilon output labels, i.e. words
ONE and TWO are recognized in diferent hypotheses.
When a cross-word transition is traversed in the AM model, its
word ID is used for transition in the LM graph. The weight of the
LM arc is also employed to compute the likelihood of the new token,
in order to modulate the score of the hypothesis according to the
grammar. Therefore, the AM graph drives the search, whereas the
LM graph is used to rescore the hypotheses when an arc with a
word ID, i.e. a cross-word transition, is traversed in the AM graph.
Due to the large search space, pruning of the search graph is also
applied to discard unlikely hypotheses.
With the on-the-ly mechanism, there is no need to store every information of the fully-composed WFST while decoding the
speech. The WFSTs of the AM and LM are composed on demand as
required by the Viterbi search. Note that the search graph of Figure
3c represents the diferent alternative interpretations of the speech
generated by the Viterbi search. The search graph is required for
both oline and on-the-ly composition, and its memory footprint
is fairly small compared to the size of the WFSTs. Therefore, the
storage requirements are reduced by an order of magnitude (see
Table 1), as only the individual AM and LM are stored in main
memory.
A main drawback of on-the-ly composition is that it increases
the complexity of the decoder since it needs to fetch states and arcs
from two WFSTs. Furthermore, it increases the amount of computations, since the LM likelihoods are applied at runtime, whereas
they are merged oline with AM information in the fully-composed
approach. Due to the eicient support provided by UNFOLD, these
issues have a negligible impact on the performance and energy of
the speech recognizer.
The other important drawback is the cost of fetching the arcs in
the LM graph. The arcs for a given state can be easily located both
in the AM graph and the fully-composed WFST, as it only requires
one indirection to fetch the state’s information that provides the
address of the irst arc and the number of arcs. Note that when a
state is expanded, all its arcs are explored sequentially to generate
new tokens. However, when a cross-word transition is traversed
in the AM model, the search has to traverse the arc associated
with the corresponding word ID in the LM, i.e. the arc whose input
label matches that word ID. Locating the correct arc requires some
sort of search across the arcs of a given state, which might be
expensive for two reasons. First, states in the LM have thousands
of arcs. Second, due to the aforementioned back-of mechanism,
there might be no arc with the target word ID for a given state
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and, in this case, the search would be repeated multiple times for
diferent states in the LM. Implementing the location of the arc as
a linear search increases the execution time by 10x with respect to
oline composition. Alternatively, sorting the outgoing arcs of each
state by word ID to use binary search reduces the slowdown to 3x,
which still represents a huge overhead, making the fetching of arcs
in the LM the most critical operation for on-the-ly composition.
In Section 3, we propose a specialized hardware to speed up this
operation and locate the arcs in the LM graph with a very small
overhead.

3

HARDWARE-ACCELERATED ON-THE-FLY
WFST COMPOSITION

In this section, we describe UNFOLD, our hardware-accelerated
speech recognizer, that employs on-the-ly composition to dramatically reduce memory footprint. First, we explain the details of the
accelerator’s architecture and review its pipeline stages through
an example, focusing on the hardware support for WFST composition. After that, we elaborate on how the preemptive pruning
scheme works. Next, we present the compression techniques applied on top of the on-the-ly composition mechanism. Finally, we
provide a thorough analysis for the accelerator’s several memory
components.

3.1

Accelerator’s Architecture

Figure 4 shows an overview of the UNFOLD’s design, which is based
on the state-of-the-art approach presented for the fully-composed
WFSTs [34]. The accelerator includes several pipeline stages to
fetch states, i.e. On-the-ly State Issuer, fetch arcs, i.e. On-the-ly
Arc Issuer, fetch DNN/GMM acoustic scores, i.e. Acoustic-likelihood
Issuer, compute the likelihood of a hypothesis, i.e. Likelihood Evaluation, and write the data of the new tokens, i.e. Token Issuer.
Furthermore, the accelerator provides several on-chip caches for
the diferent datasets used in ASR, an Ofset Lookup Table to speed
up inding the location of the LM arcs, and two Hash Tables that
store the tokens for the current and the next frames of speech. All
the memory components are in gray color and the newly modiied
stages with respect to [34] are enclosed with dashed lines.
Compared with previous work [34], we have modiied the State
and Arc Issuers to fetch data from two WFSTs instead of one fullycomposed WFST, as UNFOLD operates on the individual AM and
LM models. Reading states and arcs from the AM works as in the
fully-composed WFST and requires no change with respect to the
previous proposals. However, fetching an LM arc is more complex,
since the arc associated with a speciic word ID has to be found
among the thousands of outgoing arcs of a given state. To perform
this search eiciently, the outgoing arcs of each state are stored in
main memory sorted by word ID, and the Arc Issuer is extended to
implement a binary search.
To further reduce the overhead of locating arcs in the LM, we observe that accesses to the LM exhibit good temporal locality, i.e. if a
word is recognized in a given hypothesis, it is likely to be recognized
in other hypotheses in the near future. We exploit this temporal
locality with a new table, called Ofset Lookup Table, that stores
the arcs’ ofsets associated with the recently used combinations
of LM state and word ID, i.e. it stores the results of recent binary
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Figure 4: The architecture of the UNFOLD’s design. Memory
components are in gray color and the modiied components
with respect to [34] are shown with dashed lines.
searches to be reused by subsequent arc fetches. The accelerator
irst probes this table when looking for an LM arc and in case of
a hit, the ofset of the arc is obtained from the table in one cycle
and no binary search is required. We show later in the paper that
a small Ofset Lookup Table achieves high hit ratios, avoiding the
overhead of locating arcs in the LM by a large extent.
Another modiication introduced in our design is the use of two
independent caches for fetching arcs from AM and LM models in
parallel, avoiding stalls in the pipeline of the accelerator. Due to
the aforementioned complexity for fetching LM arcs, we found it
beneicial for performance to have a dedicated cache for this task.
Note that a single Arc Cache with two read ports could have been
used as an alternative, but it does not provide any advantage as the
AM and LM datasets are disjoint, i.e. there is no data replication in
our separated arc caches. Regarding the states, we share a single
cache for both AM and LM due to several reasons. First, the states’
dataset is signiicantly smaller than the arc’s dataset (less than 12%
of the WFST size). Second, the pressure on the State cache is low, as
concurrent requests for AM and LM states are uncommon. We have
observed that splitting the State cache into two separate caches
for AM and LM does not provide any noticeable performance or
energy improvement.
On the other hand, we also reduce the size of the diferent caches
of the accelerator without any increase in miss ratio, since the
new dataset is considerably smaller due to the use of on-the-ly
composition. Finally, we modify the Token Issuer to write the word
lattice in a compact representation as described in [22], which
provides further savings in memory traic.

3.2

Accelerator’s Pipeline

We use the example shown in Figure 3c to illustrate how UNFOLD
performs the Viterbi search while composing the AM and LM models on-the-ly. The pipeline starts from the hash table containing
the source tokens for the current frame of speech (i.e., all the states
expanded by the previous frame). Assuming we are at frame 2, this
hash table includes the information of four tokens: (2, 1), (5, 2), (0, 2)
and (7, 0). These tokens represent four diferent hypotheses, i.e. four
alternative representations of the speech up to the current frame.

The State Issuer reads the tokens from the hash table and applies a
pruning step, discarding tokens whose likelihood is smaller than
a threshold. This threshold is updated on each frame according to
the best-hypothesis’ probability and a predeined beam value. In
this example, the four tokens pass the pruning and, thus, the State
Issuer fetches the information of states 2, 5, 0 and 7 from the AM
WFST by using the State Cache.
On the next stage, the Arc Issuer fetches the outgoing arcs of
each AM state through the AM Arc Cache. Arcs departing from
states 2, 5 and 0 have epsilon word ID (see Figure 3a) and, hence,
no information from LM is required. However, the outgoing arc of
state 7 is associated with the word "THREE". In this case, token (7,
0) has to transition in both models by traversing the corresponding
arcs in AM and LM. Therefore, a look-up in the LM is required to
fetch the outgoing arc of state 0 associated with the word "THREE".
To locate this arc, the Arc Issuer irst looks for the (LM state, word)
combination of (0, "THREE") at the Ofset Lookup Table. In case
of a hit, the arc ofset associated with that state and word ID is
retrieved from the table and the address of the arc in main memory
is obtained. Otherwise, the Arc Issuer starts a binary search to ind
the outgoing arc of state 0 whose input label equals word "THREE".
Another independent cache, called LM Arc Cache, is utilized to
speed up the search. Note that this process may take several cycles,
as multiple memory fetches may be necessary to ind the arc. Once
the arc is located, its ofset is stored in the Ofset Lookup Table to
be later reused by subsequent fetches. The weight of this LM arc
represents the unigram likelihood of the word "THREE", and it is
used to rescore the likelihood of the new token (8, 3), expanded
from (7, 0).
The rest of the pipeline basically follows the behavior of the fullycomposed accelerator [34]. The Acoustic Likelihood Issuer gets the
acoustic scores of the phonemes associated with the AM arcs. These
scores are computed by the DNN/GMM on the GPU and stored in
the Acoustic Likelihood Bufer. Next, the Likelihood Evaluation unit
performs the required processing to compute the probability of the
new hypothesis, combining the diferent likelihoods from the source
token, AM arc and LM arc. Finally, the Token Issuer stores the new
token’s information. The information which is only required for
the next frame is stored in the hash table, whereas the information
required for generating the word lattice is written in main memory
by using the Token Cache. The hash tables are indexed through a
combination of IDs of AM and LM states associated with the token.
Other mechanisms of the hash structure, like handling collisions
and overlows, work as described in the fully-composed design [34].

3.3

Preemptive Pruning in the Back-of
Mechanism

Not all possible combinations of two and three words are included
in the LM, as it would require a huge amount of memory. Combinations that are very unlikely are omitted to keep the LM manageable.
Therefore, there are cases where the Arc Issuer cannot ind an arc
associated with a particular word ID from the outgoing arcs of a
state in LM. For these cases, the LM provides a back-of arc in each
state. These arcs back of from trigram to bigram, or from bigram
to unigram states. All the unigram likelihoods are maintained to
guarantee that, in the worst case, any word ID can be found in
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an arc departing from state 0. For instance, consider the word sequence "TWO-ONE" in Figure 3b, if the next word is "TWO", then
we use a back-of transition to state 1 which represents the unigram
history of seeing word "ONE" since there is no 3-gram model for
"TWO-ONE-TWO". Next, as there is no bigram from state 1 for the
word "TWO", another back-of transition is taken to state 0. Then,
by traversing the right arc, it reaches to the destination state 1,
which corresponds to having seen the unigram "TWO".
The back-of mechanism increases the workload in UNFOLD,
as it requires multiple arc-fetches in diferent states for a single
token, with potentially multiple binary searches if misses arise in
the Ofset Lookup Table. To reduce the overhead of the back-of
mechanism, we introduce a preemptive pruning scheme in the
Arc Issuer, which prunes in advance the backed-of hypotheses
whose probabilities go lower than a threshold. Back-of arcs include
a weight, i.e. likelihood, to penalize the hypotheses, as they are
traversed for very unlikely combinations of words that were omitted
from the LM. For this purpose, the Arc Issuer updates and checks
the likelihood of a hypothesis after traversing a back-of arc, in
order to stop the back-of mechanism as soon as the hypothesis
can be safely discarded. Since the likelihood of a hypothesis is a
monotonically decreasing function, it is guaranteed that we only
discard the hypotheses that would be pruned away later in the
accelerator.
Our preemptive pruning requires modest hardware, as only three
loating-point units are added in the Arc Issuer to apply the weight
of the AM arc, the back-of arc and compare the result with the
threshold for the pruning. Our experimental results show that,
on average, 22.5% of the total number of hypotheses are pruned
away and 16.3% performance improvement is achieved with the
preemptive pruning.

3.4

WFST Compression

The use of on-the-ly composition signiicantly reduces the size of
the datasets employed for ASR, as shown in Table 1. However, large
vocabulary systems still require more than one hundred Megabytes
for the AM and LM models. WFST compression can be applied
on top of on-the-ly composition to further reduce the size of the
datasets, achieving a large reduction compared to the original fullycomposed WFST. This section describes the compression techniques
employed in UNFOLD, including a description of the minor changes
implemented in the hardware to support the compressed WFSTs.
The memory layout used in UNFOLD for each WFST is based
on [3], which consists of two separate arrays for storing the states
and the arcs information respectively. Regarding the states, we
implement the bandwidth reduction scheme introduced in [34], that
is also very efective for reducing the size of the states’ information.
On the other hand, arcs consume most of the storage of the WFST,
since each state has hundreds or even thousands of outgoing arcs.
Therefore, our compression techniques mainly focus on shrinking
the size of the arcs.
Each arc consists of a 128-bit structure including destination
state index, input label (phoneme index in AM and word ID in
LM), output word ID and weight, each ield represented by 32 bits.
Regarding the weight, i.e. the likelihood of the arc, we use the Kmeans quantization technique with 64 clusters, reducing its size
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AM Arc’s Data structure
20 bits
11 self-loop
10 +1 distance
phoneme weight tag
01 -1 distance
normal
00
6-bit 2-bit
12-bit

Figure 5: General structure of the AM arcs’ information
Table 2: Compressed sizes of WFSTs in Mega-Bytes for the
fully-composed and on-the-ly composition.

On-the-ly
Fully-composed

TedliumEESEN
39.35
414.28

TedliumKaldi
32.39
269.78

Voxforge

Librispeech

1.33
9.38

21.32
136.82

from 32 to 6 bits, which introduces a negligible increase in Word
Error Rate (WER) of the on-the-ly ASR accelerator (less than 0.01%).
For the other ields, we apply diferent techniques for LM and AM
arcs.
Regarding LM data, we categorize the arcs in three diferent
groups: the outgoing arcs of the initial state (state 0 in Figure 3b) or
Unigram arcs, the back-of arcs and the rest. The Initial state consists
of as many outgoing arcs as the number words of the vocabulary,
each associated with a diferent word ID. As the destination states
of these arcs are in consecutive order following their word IDs,
their location can be inferred from the word ID. In other words,
the i-th outgoing arc of state 0 is associated with word ID i and
has destination state i. Therefore, no information other than a 6-bit
weight value is required for each of these arcs.
On the other hand, back-of arcs in the LM model do not have
any input or output label, they are only taken when no speciic arc
exists for a given word ID. In this case, we only store two attributes:
the weight (6 bits) and destination state’s index (21 bits). For the
rest of the arcs, in addition to the aforementioned 27 bits, an 18-bit
word ID is included to store the input label. We found that 18 bits is
enough to represent every word of the vocabulary in all the tested
ASR decoders. Note that, despite having variable length arcs, we
still provide eicient random access to the LM information, which
is a requirement of the binary search commented in Section 3.1. In
our scheme, the back-of arc is always the last outgoing arc of each
state, so it can be easily located in case the back-of mechanism
is triggered. In addition, the rest of outgoing arcs of a given state
have ixed size, taking 6 bits per arc for state 0 and 45 bits for the
other states.
Regarding AM data, we observed that, in our set of WFSTs, most
of the arcs have epsilon word ID, i.e. they are not associated with
any word in the vocabulary, and they point to the previous, the
same or the next state. This is also the case in the example of Figure
3a. For these arcs, we only store the input phoneme index (12 bits),
weight (6 bits) and a 2-bit tag encoding destination state. This
format is illustrated in Figure 5. The 2-bit tag indicates whether the
arc points to the same state (self-loop arc), the previous (distance
-1) or the next state (distance +1). The rest of the arcs require, in
addition to the aforementioned 20 bits, an 18-bit word ID and a
20-bit destination state’s index.
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Figure 6: Miss-ratio vs capacity of the several caches
UNFOLD supports the compressed AM and LM models with
some minor changes to the architecture. First, we include a 64entry table (256 bytes) to store the loating-point centroids of the
clusters used by the K-means approach to encode the weights of the
arcs. The arc’s information provides the 6-bit index of the cluster,
and fetching the loating-point value requires an access to the table
of centroids that is performed in an additional stage in the pipeline
of the accelerator. Second, the Arc Issuer is extended to obtain
the length of each AM arc from the 2-bit tag, illustrated in Figure
5 . By decoding this tag, the Arc Issuer knows whether it has to
fetch the remaining 38 bits for the current arc, or the 20 bits for
the next arc. This serialization of the arcs does not introduce any
additional complication, since the AM arcs of a given state are
always explored sequentially in the Viterbi search. Third, the Arc
Issuer is also extended to support the variable length arcs proposed
for the LM model. The Address Generation Unit employs the state
ID to obtain the size of the arcs (arcs departing from state 0 are
packed in 6 bits, whereas outgoing arcs of other states have 45
bits). Note that the state’s information provides the address of its
irst outgoing arc and, hence, obtaining the address of its i-th arc is
trivial once the size of the arcs is identiied.
Table 2 shows the sizes of WFSTs used for the on-the-ly composition scheme after applying the compression techniques for AM
and LM. As we can see, the dataset has been signiicantly reduced,
from more than 1 GB or hundreds of MB (see Table 1 ) to a few tens
of MB. Furthermore, we report the compressed size of the fullycomposed WFST, for which we have implemented the compression
techniques described in [23]. Compared to the compressed fullycomposed WFST, our approach reduces the size of the required
dataset by 8.8x on average. This large reduction is due to the combined use of both on-the-ly WFST composition and compression
of the individual AM and LM models.

3.5

1.35

60
State-Cache
AM Arc-Cache
LM Arc-Cache
Token-Cache

Analysis of Caches and Ofset Lookup Table

Figure 6 shows the miss ratio versus capacity for the diferent caches
included in the accelerator. Regarding the State Cache and the two
Arc Caches, AM and LM, the miss ratio is signiicantly reduced
when increasing capacity, reaching a miss ratio smaller than one
percent for a size of one Megabyte. For the Token Cache, miss
ratio is close to 12% even for a capacity of one Megabyte due to
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Figure 7: The efect of Ofset Lookup Table’s size on speedup

compulsory misses. New tokens are written in consecutive memory
locations and, thus, spatial locality is exploited at the cache line
level. However, once a line is illed with tokens it is unlikely to be
reused, i.e. accesses to the tokens exhibit poor temporal locality.
The miss ratios shown in Figure 6 are smaller than the ones
reported in [34] for the fully-composed WFST, since the memory
footprint has been largely reduced in our proposal through on-thely composition and compression. For a State Cache of 512 KB, the
miss ratio is reduced from 29% in [34] to 1.5% in UNFOLD. On the
other hand, an Arc Cache of 1 MB exhibits a 27% miss ratio for the
fully-composed WFST, whereas the two separated AM and LM arc
caches of 512 KB achieve 1.6% and 0.3% miss ratios respectively.
Note that the state and arc datasets are reduced from the large
sizes reported in Table 1 for the composed WFST, to the small sizes
reported in Table 2 for the compressed AM and LM WFSTs. Finally,
the miss ratio for a Token Cache of 512 KB is reduced from 15% to
11.5%, as we use the compact representation for the tokens proposed
in [22].
Based on the above analysis, we decided to reduce the sizes of the
caches with respect to [34], as we found it beneicial for the overall
energy consumption and area usage. Table 3 shows the cache sizes
for both the UNFOLD and [34]. Our caches still provide smaller
miss ratios due to the large reduction in the memory footprint
of the datasets, and their smaller sizes result in lower energy per
access and area. In addition, we reduce the total size of Hash Table
in spite of using the same number of entries, since the number of
bits representing each of its entry’s attributes is smaller using the
compression scheme.
Finally, Figure 7 shows the efect of the capacity of the Ofset
Lookup Table on the performance of the accelerator. As expected,
the bigger the table the smaller the miss ratio, resulting in higher
performance in the accelerator. This table is direct-mapped, and it
is indexed using the XOR of the LM state index and the word ID.
Each entry contains a valid bit, a 24-bit tag and the 23-bit ofset for
the arc. By considering the area, energy per access and impact of
the misses in the overall performance and energy consumption, we
selected a table of 32K entries, which requires 192KB of storage.
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Table 4: GPU coniguration’s parameters.

Table 3: Accelerator’s coniguration parameters.
Parameter
Technology
Frequency
State Cache
AM Cache
LM Cache
Token Cache
Acoustic
Likelihood
Bufer
Hash Table
Ofset Table
Mem-Ctrl
Likelihood
Evaluation
Unit

4

UNFOLD
32 nm
800 MHz
256 KB, 4-way, 64 B/line
512 KB, 8-way, 64 B/line
32 KB, 4-way, 64 B/line
128 KB, 2-way, 64 B/line

Reza et al.
28 nm
600 MHz
512 KB, 4-way, 64 B/line
1 MB, 4-way, 64 B/line
512 KB, 2-way, 64 B/line

64 Kbytes

64 Kbytes

576 KB, 32K entries
192KB, 32K entries
32 in-light requests
4 loaing-point adders
, 2 loaing-point
comparators

768 KB, 32K entries
32 in-light requests
4 loaing-point adders
, 2 loaing-point
comparators

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

We developed a cycle-accurate simulator of the proposed on-the-ly
accelerator. The coniguration’s parameters used for the experiments are shown in Table 3 . We evaluated diferent sizes of the
accelerator’s memory components, and selected the coniguration
that provides the best trade-of considering performance, area and
energy consumption.
In order to estimate the latency, area and power dissipation of
each module, we have implemented each pipeline stage in hardware using Verilog and synthesize them with the Synopsys Design
Compiler tool using a 32nm technology library. Furthermore, we
use CACTI [16] to estimate the area and power of the caches and
storage components of the accelerator. Finally, to model the of-chip
DRAM main memory, we use the Micron power model for an 8-GB
LPDDR4 [29, 30]. The cycle-accurate simulator provides the activity
factor for the diferent components and the total cycle count, which
are used to compute execution time, dynamic and static energy
by combining them with the estimations of the Design Compiler,
CACTI and Micron power models.
To set the frequency of the system, we consider the critical-pathdelay and access time reported by Design Compiler and CACTI
respectively. We take the maximum delay among the diferent components, which is 1.25 ns for the AM Arc Cache access, as the cycle
time (i.e. clock rate of 800MHz).
For the purpose of comparing with a GPU, we use an NVIDIA
Tegra X1 SoC, which includes a modern mobile GPU with parameters shown in Table 4 . To measure the energy consumption of
the GPU, we read the registers of the Texas Instruments INA3221
power monitor included in the Jetson TX1 platform, which provides
the actual energy by monitoring the GPU power rail as described
in [8].
We run state-of-the-art CUDA implementations of the diferent
ASR decoders on the mobile GPU. For the GMM and the DNN, we
use the implementation provided in Kaldi [21]. For the RNN, we use
the GPU-accelerated version included in EESEN [18]. Finally, we use
a state-of-the-art CUDA implementation of the Viterbi search [4, 36].

GPU
Streaming multiprocessors
Technology
Frequency
Level-2 cache

Nvidia Tegra X1
2 (2,048 threads/multiprocessor)
20 nm
1.0 GHz
256 Kbytes

As the speech input, we use the test audio iles of Librispeech [20],
Tedlium [26] and Voxforge [5] to evaluate the diferent decoders.

5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate UNFOLD, the proposed hardware accelerator based on the on-the-ly WFST composition. First, we analyze
the reduction in memory footprint achieved by UNFOLD. Then,
we review its energy consumption and performance, providing a
comparison with both a state-of-the-art Viterbi search accelerator
and a solution based on a contemporary mobile GPU. Next, we
evaluate the entire ASR pipeline, including UNFOLD and the GPU
for running the GMM/DNN/RNN. Although the focus of this paper
is the Viterbi search, since it is the main bottleneck in ASR as shown
in Figure 1, we include the overall ASR system results for the sake
of completeness. Finally, we conclude this section with a discussion
of the applicability of our proposal.

5.1

Viterbi Search Accelerator

Figure 8 shows the memory requirements of the WFSTs for the fullycomposed and on-the-ly composition approaches in several ASR
systems. Fully-Composed coniguration represents the sizes of the
WFSTs for the accelerator presented in [34]. Fully-Composed+Comp
implements the compression techniques introduced in [23] for the
fully-composed WFSTs. On-the-ly shows the total size of the individual AM and LM models, without any kind of data compression.
On-the-ly+Comp shows the memory requirements for UNFOLD,
which includes on-the-ly WFST composition and the compression
techniques described in Section 3.4.
As it can be seen in Figure 8, the On-the-ly approach provides
consistent savings in memory requirements in the diferent ASR
decoders. On-the-ly composition mechanism avoids the explosion
in the number of states and arcs resulted from the full olinecomposition of AM and LM models. Furthermore, the compression
techniques provide signiicant additional savings. Overall, UNFOLD
achieves a reduction in storage requirements of 31x on average with
respect to the state-of-the-art Viterbi search accelerator proposed
in [34] (Fully-Composed coniguration), with a minimum and maximum reduction of 23.3x and 34.7x respectively. With respect to the
state-of-the-art on WFST compression [23] (Fully-Composed+Comp
coniguration), our system achieves a reduction of 8.8x on average.
All in all, UNFOLD only requires a few tens of Megabytes, which
is reasonable for many mobile devices, unlike the more than one
Gigabyte required by previous proposals.
Figure 9 shows the energy consumption for the Viterbi search,
including both static and dynamic energy, in several ASR systems.
The coniguration labeled as Tegra X1 is the CUDA-based solution
running on the mobile SoC. Reza et al. coniguration is the Viterbi
accelerator proposed in [34]. Finally, the energy of the proposed
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Figure 8: Sizes of diferent datasets for several ASR systems.

accelerator is shown in the coniguration labeled as UNFOLD. UNFOLD reduces energy consumption by one order of magnitude with
respect to the Tegra X1. Compared to the state-of-the-art in Viterbi
search acceleration, it provides consistent energy savings in all the
ASR decoders that range between 2.5% for EESEN-Tedlium and
77% for KALDI-Voxforge, with an average energy reduction of 28%.
UNFOLD generates signiicantly less requests to main memory
since the caches exhibit larger hit ratios, as reported in Section 3.5,
due to the large reduction in the size of the datasets. On average,
UNFOLD reduces of-chip memory accesses by 68% with respect to
the Reza et al. coniguration. Therefore, although it requires more
on-chip activity to implement on-the-ly composition and handle
the compressed datasets, it provides important energy savings due
to the reduction in energy-expensive of-chip memory accesses
[12].
Figure 10 shows the power breakdown, including both static and
dynamic power, of the Reza et al. and UNFOLD. As we can see, power
savings are mainly due to the reduction in the power dissipation of
main memory, caused by the aforementioned savings in of-chip
memory traic. The power of the caches is also reduced, as they
have smaller sizes (see Table 3) since our datasets are smaller. On
the other hand, the power of the Token Cache is reduced by a large
extent since we include the compressed format for the word lattice
proposed in [22]. In the hash tables, as we are reducing the size of
the attributes, the storage requirements are smaller compared to the
fully-composed approach, and this results in less power dissipation.
Finally, the Ofset Lookup Table, which is required for eiciently
locating LM arcs in our system, represents a small overhead since
it only dissipates 5% of the total power in UNFOLD.
Figure 11 shows the memory bandwidth requirements of both
fully-composed and on-the-ly accelerators when running diferent
ASR decoders. As it can be seen, UNFOLD provides signiicant and
consistent memory bandwidth savings for all the decoders. For the
most bandwidth demanding decoder, EESEN Tedlium, UNFOLD
reduces the memory bandwidth usage by nearly 2.8x, from 7.4 to
2.6 GB/s. On average, UNFOLD reduces memory bandwidth usage
by 71%. These savings are mainly due to the large reduction in
the size of the datasets (see Figure 8) provided by the on-the-ly
composition and compression mechanisms. The smaller size of the
datasets produces a large reduction in the number of cache misses,

Tegra X1
Reza et al.
UNFOLD

46.6

Librispeech
KALDI

31

Voxforge

236.4

Tedlium

99.2

Average

EESEN

Figure 9: Viterbi search energy consumption of several
speech recognizer in diferent platforms.

as described in Section 3.5, which results in an important reduction
in the number of main memory accesses.
Regarding the decoding time, all the conigurations achieve realtime performance by a large margin, which is the main requirement
of ASR systems. Tegra X1 runs 9x faster than real-time, whereas
Reza et al. and UNFOLD run 188x and 155x faster than real-time
respectively. Table 5 shows an analysis of the processing time per
utterance for the two accelerators and the mobile GPU, including
the average and the maximum processing time. Processing time per
utterance afects to the responsiveness of the system and overall
user experience. As it can be seen, both accelerators achieve significantly lower processing time than the mobile GPU, providing the
result within tens of milliseconds on average and a few hundreds
of milliseconds in the worst case.
The slowdown in our system with respect to the Reza et al. is due
to the cost of fetching the arcs in the LM model, which requires a
search across the outgoing arcs of a state to ind the arc associated
with a given word ID. Initially, we implemented the LM arc-fetching
as a linear search, obtaining 10x slowdown. Next, we replaced it
by a binary search, achieving 3x slowdown. The use of the Ofset
Lookup Table (see Section 3.1) and the preemptive pruning (see
Section 3.3) reduce the slowdown to an average of 18% with respect
to the state-of-the-art in Viterbi search acceleration. This overhead
represents an increase in decode time for a second of speech from
around 5 ms to 6 ms, which is practically negligible for typical
applications, since it keeps being two orders of magnitude faster
than real-time.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of UNFOLD, our cycle-accurate
simulator also works as a functional emulator able to produce the
most likely sequence of words for the input speech. Table 6 shows
the Word Error Rate (WER) for the diferent ASR decoders. Note
that the GMM/DNN/RNN and the WFST are trained on hundreds
of hours of audio from the diferent training datasets: Tedlium,
Librispeech and Voxforge. The WER is reported for the entire test
datasets that include several hours of speech. TEDLIUM is a more
challenging task as it includes spontaneous speech in a noisy environment and, hence, the WER is larger than in Librispeech or
Voxforge. Furthermore, we have veriied that the diference in accuracy with respect to the fully-composed approach is negligible,
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Figure 10: Power breakdown of UNFOLD versus Reza et al.

Figure 11: Memory bandwidth usage of Reza et al. and UNFOLD for diferent ASR decoders.

i.e. the compression and on-the-ly mechanisms do not introduce
any noticeable accuracy loss.
Regarding the area, UNFOLD has a size of 21.5 mm 2 , providing
a reduction of 16% with respect to the Reza et al. coniguration.
This reduction is due to the smaller caches used, as described in
Section 3.5.
To sum up, the UNFOLD’s on-the-ly WFST composition scheme
provides a reduction in memory storage requirements of 31x and
28% energy savings on average with respect to the state-of-the-art
in Viterbi search acceleration. On the other hand, it introduces a
slowdown of 18% and a small increase in Word Error Rate of less
than 0.01% due to the clustering of the weights. We believe that the
important savings in memory footprint and energy consumption
largely compensate for the negligible slowdown and accuracy loss.
In other words, using 40 Mbytes of memory instead of more than
one Gigabyte makes a huge diference, and saving 28% energy is
very important, but being 155x faster than real-time instead of 188x
has no impact on user experience.

Table 5: Maximum and average decoding time (ms) per utterance for diferent decoders and platforms.

5.2

Overall ASR System

In this section we evaluate the memory requirements, performance
and energy consumption for the overall ASR system. In addition
to the Viterbi search, the KALDI-Tedlium and KALDI-Voxforge decoders employ a GMM for acoustic-scoring. The KALDI-Librispeech
employs the DNN presented in [37] for acoustic scoring. Finally,
the EESEN-Tedlium uses a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [18]
to generate the likelihoods consumed by the Viterbi search.
Regarding the sizes of the datasets, our system provides a compression ratio of 15.6x on average when considering both the WFST
and the GMM/DNN/RNN. After applying on-the-ly composition
and WFST compression, the GMM/ DNN/RNN represents approximately half of the dataset for each of the ASR systems evaluated
except for the Voxforge whose GMM takes 26% of the storage required for ASR.
Figure 12 shows the decoding time per one second of speech for
diferent conigurations. Tegra X1 coniguration runs the entire ASR
pipeline on the mobile GPU. Reza et al. and UNFOLD execute the
Viterbi search on the accelerator proposed in [34] and our on-thely accelerator respectively, while the GMM/DNN/RNN is executed

Task
Tedlium-Kalid
Librispeech
Voxforge
Tedlium-EESEN

Tegra X1
Max
Avg
2538
1069
1651
1336
743
450
3972
1412

Reza et al.
Max
Avg
215
76.7
54.7
31.9
47.1
15.5
222
60

UNFOLD
Max
Avg
274
92.5
57.4
30
13.1
4.2
680.4
111.6

Table 6: Word Error Rate (WER) of UNFOLD for diferent
ASR decoders.

WER(%)

TedliumKaldi
22.59

Librispeech

Voxforge

10.62

13.26

TedliumEESEN
27.72

on the mobile GPU. The integration between the GPU and the accelerator is performed as described in [35]. In the overall system, the
input speech is split into batches of N frames and the GPU and the
accelerator work in parallel: the GPU computes the acoustic scores
for the current batch while the accelerator performs the decoding
of the previous batch. The GPU communicates the acoustic scores
through a shared bufer in main memory, and we account for the
cost of these communications in our performance and energy numbers for the overall ASR system. All the decoders achieve real-time
performance, and the conigurations using hardware-accelerated
Viterbi search achieve similar decoding time, outperforming the
GPU-only coniguration by approximately 3.4x.
Figure 13 shows the energy consumption per one second of
speech for the same conigurations. Reza et al. and UNFOLD provide
similar energy reduction of 1.5x over the Tegra X1 coniguration.
The reason why these two conigurations exhibit similar behavior
is that, after accelerating the Viterbi search, the GMM/DNN/RNN
becomes the most time and energy consuming component, as it
runs in software on the GPU. Note that, if further energy savings
or performance improvements are required, an accelerator for the
GMM [28], DNN [7] or RNN [11] can be employed. Accelerating
these algorithms is not the scope of this paper, we focus on the
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Figure 12: Overall ASR system decoding-time in diferent
platforms.
Viterbi search as it is the main bottleneck in state-of-the-art ASR
systems.
To sum up, when considering the entire ASR pipeline, our system achieves similar performance and energy consumption to the
state-of-the-art proposals, but providing a reduction of 15.6x in the
memory storage requirements. Our system requires less than 80
Megabytes for the entire ASR datasets in the worst case, whereas
previous proposals consume more than one Gigabyte.

5.3

Applicability of the Proposed Accelerator

Current Smartphones and Tablets include around 4-8 Gigabytes of
memory, whereas devices like Smartwatches and other wearables
may be limited to one Gigabyte or less. Hence, spending more than
one Gigabyte for the purpose of performing ASR is not acceptable in
many mobile systems. In this paper, we address this issue proposing
UNFOLD, a hardware accelerator that is based on on-the-ly WFST
composition and compression to reduce the size of datasets to
several tens of Megabytes, which may be acceptable for most mobile
devices.
On the other hand, UNFOLD supports any state-of-the-art ASR
system. In this paper, we have shown its ability to accelerate two
diferent ASR toolkits, Kaldi and EESEN. Furthermore, we have
shown that it supports GMM- and DNN-based decoders, and it
can also be used for end-to-end speech recognition with an RNN,
since the Viterbi search is also an essential component for these
ASR systems. Moreover, UNFOLD supports AM and LM models
for diferent languages, supporting any grammar (bigram, trigram,
pentagram...) and acoustic model (basephones, triphones...). Therefore, the same hardware can be used for any speech recognition
task, just by replacing the AM and LM WFSTs. We believe that ASR
will be a key feature in future computing devices, as it provides a
much more natural human-computer interaction than traditional
user interfaces.

6

RELATED WORK

Accelerating speech recognition in hardware has attracted the attention of the architectural community in recent years. The work
that is closest to ours is the Viterbi search accelerator proposed
by Reza et al. [34, 35]. We provide a detailed comparison with this
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Figure 13: Overall ASR system energy consumption in different platforms.

accelerator in Section 5, showing that our proposal achieves 31x
reduction in memory requirements and 28% energy savings on average. The main contribution of UNFOLD is the use of on-the-ly
WFST composition and compression, including eicient hardware
for performing the composition process in real-time to reduce the
size of the datasets by a large extent.
On the other hand, Price et al. [22, 23] propose a low-power accelerator for speech recognition. This accelerator employs the fully
composed WFST, applying compression techniques to reduce its
size. We implemented their compression techniques and evaluated
them for our test set of ASR decoders, the results are shown in Table
2 . As mentioned in Section 5.1, our scheme achieves 8.8x higher
compression ratio with respect to this proposal. On the other hand,
the accelerator proposed by Price et al. implements in hardware
the entire ASR pipeline, providing two diferent versions with support for GMM [24] or DNN [22]. UNFOLD implements the Viterbi
search that is the main bottleneck in a wide range of ASR decoders,
whereas we run the acoustic scoring on the GPU to support GMM-,
DNN- and RNN-based systems. Another accelerator for the Viterbi
search is proposed by Jonston et al. in [15]. This system supports a
60K-word vocabulary in real-time and dissipates around 454mW,
requiring 343 Mbytes of main memory for storing the WFST. In
comparison, our system supports WFSTs for vocabularies of 200K
words using less than 40 Mbytes of memory.
Finally, there have been several algorithms for on-the-ly WFST
composition [1, 2, 6, 13, 17, 32] which have been explored as pure
software-based solutions on the CPU. There are mainly two diferent strategies proposed for on-the-ly decoders: one-pass [1, 13] and
two-pass [17] search methods. In the one-pass strategy, the search
is done at the same time of composing the sub-WFSTs on-the-ly as
necessary. In the two-pass approach, these phases are separated in a
way that AM is searched irst to produce multiple hypotheses and a
word lattice, which is then rescored using the LM. As the rescoring
phase of the two-pass method cannot be executed until the end of
AM search, it typically leads to larger latencies that are harmful
for real-time ASR decoders. In this paper, we selected the one-pass
approach for a hardware implementation with the aim of achieving
decoding times similar to the traditional fully-composed decoders.
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To the best of our knowledge, this is the irst work that explores a
pure hardware implementation of on-the-ly WFST composition.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we address the main problem of previous accelerators
for ASR: the large size of the WFST, i.e. the graph-based language
database, used in the Viterbi search. We identify that its excessive
size is due to the oline full-composition of the Acoustic Model
(AM) and the Language Model (LM) during training stage, and
propose to dynamically compose both models on demand at the
decoding stage. UNFOLD operates on the smaller AM and LM models, providing simple yet eicient hardware for on-the-ly WFST
composition. Therefore, our system does not require a large WFST
composed oline, as it is able to dynamically obtain the parts required for decoding the input speech signal, reducing memory
storage requirements by a large extent. Moreover, we introduce
several compression techniques to further reduce the size of the AM
and LM and a novel search pruning scheme, that the UNFOLD’s architecture is extended to support. On average, the memory storage
requirements are reduced by 31x with respect to the state-of-the-art
in Viterbi search acceleration. Furthermore, the large reduction in
memory footprint results in signiicant savings in main memory
bandwidth usage, which provides 28% energy savings on average
with respect to the state-of-the-art. Despite increasing number of
operations due to moving the WFST composition from training
to decoding stage, UNFOLD achieves real-time performance by a
large margin (155x).
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